
YELLOW BULLETIN FOR OPERATING SAFETY
EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY

( DECEMBER – FEBRUARY, 2013 - 14, Issue no. 14 )
Irregularities noticed during inspection of  Stations requiring action:

DHANBAD DIVISION

Pradhakhanta (PKA):
1. Vacancy Position- 
BOS OR Vacancy

a. Dy. SM    14  10  04
b. Porter    08   06  02

Note- Sri Santosh Kr. Haari/Porter was long absent from 21.03.13 till date of inspection.
2. Safety Gradation Register- Gradation of staff was done up to May. 2013 only. Next gradation after 

06 months was due and it was also not got ‘Accepted’ by higher authority.
3. Accident Manual- Correction slip no.04 was not available.
4. Station Diary- 02 Station Masters are working at a time but diary is signed by one Stn.Master only.
5. Fire extinguisher- One fire extinguisher found exhausted.
7. L.C.Gate No. 15/Spl./T – Road surface between the booms found damage at places. Road sign at 

the South side found broken.

Dhanbad RRI Cabin :
1. Accident Manual- Correction slip no. 3 & 4 was not available.
2. Line block & clearance Register- Not avialble.
3. Signal Failure Register- The rate of failures found very high. In most of the cases, detention time 

of trains and authority issued was not mentioned.
Failures found as under- November ’2013-30 failures, December’-53failures, January- 31 failures
till date of inspection i.e.16.01.14

4. PME- following found overdue-
 Shunting Master- Sri B.D.Das due from 14.12.13, Sri R.Murmu  from 02.08.13
 Shuntman – Sri Mahadeo Saw due from 06.10.13,Sri K.C.Yadav from 27.08.13, Sri 
K.Yadav( long absent) due from 28.11.13, Sri R.Harijan(long absent) due from 28.11.13 and 
Sri S.C.Pani due from 11.06.13
 Leverman- Sri S.K.Majumdar due from 28.11.13 and Sri S.Ghatak due from 30.12.13.
 Porter- Sri Rajesh Mondal due from 12.04.13

5. Refresher Course- following staff found overdue
 Station Master- Smt. SaritaJarika – 30.03.12 ,Sri A.K. Singh – 13.10.13, Sri G.Pandey – 

13.11.13, Sri Ranjit Kumar- 10.08.13, Sri A.K.Gupta- 10.08.13
 Leverman – Sri R.S.Yadav due from 05.11.13

AYM  CABIN/DHANBAD:
1. Line Admission Book:- Not available. It must be used for movements on non track circuited lines.
2. GR&SR Book- Only Hindi version book was available. Correction slip no. 01,02&03 not found

pasted  to  concerned  pages.  Correction  slip  no.  10,11,12,13  and  advance  c/s  no.  14  were  not
available.

3. Caution Order Register- Found haphazardly maintained. Week ending was also not being done
properly. Last week ending was done on 06.01.14 and next due on 13.01.14 was not done. For
DHN-PTRU section, CRP-BKSC section



4. Line No.01 of empty yard has been kept spiked at Kalka end by PWI since long. It creates trouble
in operational works.

5. Dn Yard line No. 02 has been declared condemn since long.
6.  Tracks  of  Dn  Yard  found subsided  hence  securing  of  loads  with  chains  and  padlocks  is  not

possible. Only skids are used on the stable loads.

CHAUPAN:
1. Line Block & Clearance Register- It is not provided at CPU station.
2.  Register  for  Safety  Gradation  of  staff-  Last  found  maintained  by SS  Sri  Jamuna  Prasad  on

30.04.2013. Gradation is to be done on every six months and it is required to be accepted by
officer.

3. TI’s inspection Register- Compliance, Indexing and paging found upto 16.01.13 only.
4. PME- Sri S.Lal/Guard found over due from 16.01.2014
5. Shunt Signal is required in both direction in Line no. 02 & 05.

DANAPUR DIVISION
JHAJHA:
1. Vacancy found as under-

Station Master - 07 Shunting Master- 05
Shuntman- 04 Cabin Master- 01
Leverman- 04 Porter- 01
Box Porter- 03 Gateman- 01
Mail Exp. Guard-03 Sr. Passenger Gd.-08
Sr.Goods Gd.-07 Goods Gd.30

2. CMS link was fail since 29.01.14 to till  date of inspection on 30.01.14

MOKAMA Jn.:

1. Vacancy found as under-
Station Master -03 Cabin Master- 02
Shunting Master- 06 Shunt man - 07

2. PME of staff found overdue as under-

Sl.No. Name- Sri Designation Due date
1. Vijendra Pd. Singh Cabin Master 21.01.2014
2. Sudama Prasad do 13.01.2014
3. VidyaBhushan Pd. Leverman 28.01.2014
4. Ram Sagar Gateman 21.01.2014
5. Anirudh Das do 21.01.2014

3. Refresher Course -following staff found due -
Sl.No. Name- Sri Designation Due date
1. R.K.Ravi Dy. SS 02.06.2013
2. Surendra Saw Cabin Master 21.01.2013
3. SubodhSinha do 20.08.2011
4. Satyanarayan Saw do 21.12.2013
5. Naval Kishore Mahto do 20.08.2011
6. Basu Prasad do 18.06.2011
7. BhuneshwarPd Shuntman 02.08.2013



BUXAR:
1. Advance correction slip no. 14 to GR&SR was not available.
2. Accident Register- No entry was available after October’2013
BAKHTIARPUR(BKP):

1.Register for Safety Gradation of staff- Not found opened uptill now.
2. Officers Inspection register- Indexing, paging not found done from 24.08.201 while inspection 

byACM/Gds and ACM/Chg/DNR was done on 21.06.13& 13.08.2013. APO/3/DNR and
Sr.DOM/DNR inspected the station on 24.08.13 & 15.10.13 respectively.

3. TI Inspection Register- Indexing, paging of last inspection on 08.01.14 not found.
4. Emergency Cross Over Register-  Not opened till date of inspection. There existed two Cross overs
   (Cross over no. 52AB  at HWH end and 64AB at MGS end.)
5. Shunting Order(T/806)- Foil no. 0478402 written for PQRS shunting on 23.01.14 at 15.40 hrs. but
neither served nor cancelled.
6. First Aid Box- found sealed of dtd.14.10.13 and overdue from 15.01.2014.

MUGHALSARAI    DIVISION 
MGS :-
1.Vacancy Position- 

Designation BOS OR Vacancy
Station Master 131 117 14 + 16= 30 (Note- 16 SMs are working at CNL/MGS)
Cabin Master 15 11 04
Trains Clerk 98 71 27
Shunt Man 324 163 161
Leverman 90 67 23

2. Assurance Register-  Sri S.K. Pandey/SS found performing train passing duty without signing in
assurance  register. He has been sick from 22.07.2013 to 12.08.2013.

3. PME – Sri Mahendra Sharma/SM found overdue from 29.09.2012

4. Refresher Course- Following staff found overdue-
 Sri Ashwani Kr/SM – from 02.11.13
 Sri L.D.Sharma/SM –No record available.
 Sri Om Prakash Singh/SM-II- No record found.
 Sri Prashant Singh/SM-II due from 27.10.2011
 Sri Mahendra Sharma/SM-II due from 07.11.2013

5.Register for Safety Gradation of staff- Not available and even SS (Gazetted) was not aware of this.
6. Officer’s Inspection Register- Indexing, paging and compliance – not done. Last inspection 
found done by CSO/HJP on 02.09.2013

BHABHUA(BBU):

1.Register for Safety Gradation of staff- Last found done on 01.08.2012. Gradation is to be
done on every six months and it is required to be accepted by officer.

SONPUR  DIVISION

MANSI (MNE):

1. Line Block & Clearance Register- Not available.
2. Shunting Order(T/806)- Receiving signature of Loco Pilot on foil no. 713234,719216,713218 
& 713228 was not obtained.
3. Joint quarterly Inspection of point & Crossings – Compliance of irregularities not found done.

SAMASTIPUR DIVISION



SAMASTIPUR L.C.GATE No.53’A’:
1. Tri colour torch- Found without battery.
2. Gateman’s Bio data Book- Not available.
3. Complaint Book – Not available
4. Road sign Board- Not available.
5. Lighting arrangement- Solar light inside gate lodge was defective.
6. Rumble Strips- Not available.
7. Warning Device- Conventional Bell warning may be replaced by hooter in view of being a busy gate. 

KHAGARIA(KGG):

1. Register for Safety Gradation of staff- Found maintained upto 02.06.2013. Gradation is not
being  done on every six months with acceptance by officer.

2. Refresher Course- Md. Sahabuddin/LCP found overdue from 19.01.2014
3. G & SR – Correction slip no. 13 & 14 was not available.

SAHARSA (SHC):

1. Signal Failure Register- Failure summary for January& February was not available.
2. Line Block & Clearance Register- Not available.

SPECIAL ATTENTION

Ensure Rigid Observance of the following:

1. L.C. Gates provided with Sliding Booms must be operated once in a week on every 
Monday and SM to have record in Station Diary. (Ref- No. ECR/S&T/JPO/185A dtd. 
15.01.2014)

2. Shunting precautions as stipulated in GR&SR( Ref- CSO’s  ‘SAFETY ALERT’ dtd. 15.01.2014)
3. Testing of Emergency Cross Over on daily basis.
4. Proper maintenance of operating records at stations.
5. Instruction of  GR& SR Correction Slip No. 11 
6.GR & SR 3.38 & 5.19(2)(i) – Setting of a clear line after arrival of a train or against 
blocked line.

CTPM/ECR
Hajipur
No.ECR/OPTG.Safety/Yellow Bulletin/14/505     dated.  12.12.13Distribution :- 
1     COM,CCM,CSO,PCE,CEE,CSTE,CME
     2     DRM-DHN,DNR,MGS,SEE& SPJ
     3     Sr.DOM -DHN,DNR,MGS,SEE& SPJ
     4     Sr.DSO  -DHN,DNR,MGS,SEE & SPJ

YELLOW BULLETIN FOR OPERATING SAFETY
EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY



( MARCH – MAY, 2014 , Issue no. 16 )
Irregularities noticed during inspection of  Stations requiring action:

DHANBAD DIVISION

PARASNATH (PNME) :

1. SWR-SWRD shows sand hump in DN. Loop but actually no sand hump exist. Due to this deficiency the   
description of simultaneous reception and dispatch shown on P/7 (Eng.Version) & on P/9 (Hindi Version)  
goes in vain. SWR may accordingly be amended.
2. Census found due for both the L/C gates no.13/C/E & 14/Spl/T since 2013 & Apr 2014 respectively.
3. Yellow circles provided at the station for exchange of private no. need painting.

TANKUPPA(TKN) :
1. Essential equipment list found displayed with 11 items however Appx’E’ of the SWR shows 10 items.
2. Fire Extinguisher-02 no. found at both the cabins and station building but all found due for refilling.
3. Register for Joint Inspection of Points & Crossings:- Last  inspection found done on 24.03.14, item 
    13 ‘clearance between leading stretcher bar and rail bottom’ were noted with deviation against 10    
points but no compliance found done till date. it should be < 3mm.as  per IRPWM Part-II para 317   
    (I) (K)- No compliance done.

KHALARI (KLRE) :
1. Load Stable Register:- Last entry found made on 20.03.14 at the blocking side only. Load clearance 
particulars was left blank. This register is not being maintained. Proper columns were also not available.
2. Axle Counter:- Axle counter between MGME – KHLRE and KOLE – RAY has been kept by passed by 
S&T from 31.05.14 & 27.02.14 respectively.Arrival of trains are being obtained in T/1410.
3. Register for Joint Inspection of Points & Crossings:- Not available hence not checked.
4. Dumping of concrete Sleepers:- In line no. 9 & 10, concrete sleepers found dumped which is causing trouble 
to shunting staffs and it is a safety hazard. It needs immediate disposal.

TORI :
1.Line Blocked & Clearance Register:- Not Available.
2. GR & SR:- C/s available and pasted but correction not done in the book.
3. By Passing of Axle Counter:-Axle counter between TORI – MMLN found by passed since 26.05.14

DANAPUR DIVISION
DILDARNAGAR(DLN) :
1. Veeder Counter Register:- Existing number of Axle Counter on panel were cross checked with the register
and found  mismatching.
2. Setting of clear line against blocked line ( GR 3.38 & SR 5.19):- After arrival of Tr. No. 12391, the 
point was not reversed, hence the rule is being violated even after so many drives and instructions 
issued in this regard.

DUMRAON (DURE):
1.Setting of clear line against blocked line ( GR 3.38 & SR 5.19):- After arrival of Tr. No. 13112, the 
point was not reversed, hence the rule is being violated even after so many drives and instructions 
issued in this regard.
2.Axle Counter:-Dn main Axle Counter found failed since long. 

BAKHTIARPUR(BKP) :



1.Uniform-  WINTER-  not supplied since the year 2009
         SUMMER- not supplied since the year 2011

2. P.A.System:- Found defective from last one month and railway telephone also defective for last 4 months.

ARA:

 1. Block telephone between Ara –Garhani was found defective and reported to have been in the same 
    condition  since long.For granting line clear private no is exchanged though VHF set, This is an unsafe 
    practice.
 2. Central panel should have two staff together in a shift for safe working.

TAREGNA(TEA) :

1. Joint Inspection of Points & Crossings:- Inspection by SI & PWI was not done jointly hence the 
    objective of joint inspection has got no meaning. Last inspection by PWIfound done on 25.03.14
    and by SI on 26.04.14 i.e after month.

2. Working instructions of Sliding Booms provided at L.C.Gate has not been incorporated in SWR/GWR
    of this station (Ref- No. ECR/S&T/JPO/185A dtd. 15.01.2014)

3.  Signal Failure Register(SI-24):- There have been maximum failure of BPAC betweenTEA-NDU. 
Failure summary is as follows- APRIL-14 failures, May- 20 (17 of BPAC). SI’sremarks  against the 
failures from 13.05.14 to 24.05.14 was not available.

JHAJHA(JAJ):
1. Ref Course:- The following staff found due-      

S.N. Name - Sri Designation Due on
1. Munna Ram Shuntman 24.09.2011
2. Rakeshkumar Goods Guard 01.04.2014
3. M.P.Singh -do- 21.04.2014
4. Ajay Kumar Mahato M/Exp.Guard 20.04.2014

3. Unauthorized Absent:-  Sri Ajay Kumar Paswan/Porter & Sri Munna Ram/Shuntman were absent till 
    date of  inspection since 11.04.2014 and 26.06.14 respectively.

MUGHALSARAI DIVISION

PARAIYA(PRY) :
1.04Pointsmen were available but only 02 pointmen were engaged for performing 12 hrs duty from 15.04.14
   To 18.04.14. This is a safety hazard and need immediate action against the SS/PRY. Staffs are rostered
    to perform 8.00 hrs duty in Appendix’D’ of SWR.
2. Signal Failure memo:- On 07.05.14, Dn common starter no. 13 failed at 17.50 hrs and rectified on 

13.05.14 at15.45 hrs. Memo no. 10343 found issued but not received by S&T staff. It is evident 
that failure was rectified without receiving memo. 

PIRO:
1. Signal & Point Failure Register(SI-24) :- Bikramganj side Axle Counter failed on 05.05.2014, 

Bikramganj side TLBI failed on 12.05.2014, GNK side Axle Counter failed on 12.05.2014, 
PIRO-BKJ side Axle Counter failed on 13.05.2014 but no Date, Time & Remarks has given by S & T 
Staff in SI-24 register and train operation was being normally on proper signal.

2. Signal & Point failure Memo- Failure rectified by S & T Staff without receiving memo for failure 
    registered asserialno.12509, 12511, 12513,12523,12524,12525, 12526,12546,12547

3. Station working rules of English version issued date found on 20.10.2008 and enforcement brought      



    22.10.2008 so it is invalid.
4. TLBI was foundunsealed.
5. Block Telephone was defective of both end.
6. Following T/369(3b) were issued to Loco Pilot but entry offailures in SI-24 Register was not made:-

54273 on 30.05.2014 at 12.45 hrs
53211 on 30.05.2014 at 19.05 hrs.
54271on 30.05.2014 at 21.00 hrs.

54273on 01.06.2014 at 10.33 hrs.
53211on 30.05.2014 at 18.52 hrs.
54271on 30.05.2014 at 19.47 hrs.

BIKRAM GANJ (BKJ):
1.. TLBI GNK station side was defective since commissioning. 
2. Failure on 13.05.2014 at 14.40 of Dn 2nd loop Home and train 53212 Dn detained but failure rectified 
    without failure memo and remarks not found by S & T Staff.
3.Relay Room key Register- Last key taken by Signal staff on 02.05.2014 at 07.45-08.20 hrs. but Pvt. no.
   of  CNL not found.
4. T/351(Disconnection & Reconnection memo)- Last disconnection granted on 12.05.2014 but details of
    gear Disconnected was not mentioned. 
5. SWR:- Found invalid ( Dt. Of issue-04.07.2008)

SASARAM(SSM):

1. Safety Gradation of staff:-  Register available but entries not yet made.
2. L.C.Gate No. 41/C/E:- Census due since  March’2013
3. Yellow Circle at station:-Available only in front of SM’s office but at south side it has not been 
    made. The circle requires painting.
4. Sliding Boom for L.C.Gate:- No sliding Booms provided at all 03 L.C.Gates ( 41.42& 43)
5. Register for Joint Inspection of Points & Crossings:- Point no. 48/B inspected on 23.05.14, item 13 
    clearance between leading stretcher bar and rail bottom’ was noted as 5mm. it should be < 3mm. as 
    per IRPWM Part-II para 317 (I) (K)- No compliance done.

GARHNOKHA(GNK):
1. Station Diary:- Entries reveals that continuous 12 hours duty is being performed by Station masters
    and Porters since long. It is violation of HOER.
2. Safety Gradation Register:- Available but no entry made.
3. Signal Failure Register:- Found being maintained in loose papers since April’14. It should be 
    immediately supplied by S&T deptt.
4. Double Line Block Instrument:- TLBI of BKJ side is defective since 2008 and trains are worked 
on 
    paper authority. 

SONPUR DIVISION
BARAUNI (BJU) Jn:

EAST PANEL CABIN:
1. Signal Failure Register:-14 failures was on record but the remarks of signal inspector was not 
    available in any of the 13 cases of failures. On 04.05.14 lock indication of gate no. 6A Spl.not

getting on panel from 00.10 hrs.the failure was rectified at 00.45 hrs. but memo for the failure was
not issued to S&T staff. Tr.no. 13020 was detained for 15 mts, Tr. No. 12505 was received on
calling on signal with 10 mts detention.

2.  Joint  Inspection of Points  & Crossings:-Last  inspection was done on 17.04.14 jointly but  the
anomalies noted for point no. 318,319B,320A,320B,321A and 322 were not complied.



SM(BG):- Shunt Safe Unit:- This has been given to be used on trial basis but found without charged.
SM on duty stated that there need a charging point in the office. It need to be provided
immediately as it is being monitored at GM’s level.

PME:-  Sri  Rakesh  Kr.-I/SM due  from 13.05.14  and  Sri  BishnuKr.Jha/CYM due  from 20.05.14.
Sri.Bachcha Pd. Mondal/Shuntman alsofound due from 03.05.14.

DALSINGH SARAI (DSS):
1. Assurance Register:- In Group’D’ assurance register, entry of SWR C/S no.1,2&3 was not mentioned.
2. SWR:- Only Hindi version was available without proforma index for C/S as per SR 5.06(1).
3. Signal Failure Register:-On 07.05.14 Dn Adv. Str. Failed at 7.45 hrs and failure rectified at 8.26 
    hrs. but failure was not entered in failure register and memo to S&T staff was also not issued.
4. Yellow Bulletin:- No Yellow Bulletin found available. Division should ensure circulation to all.
5. Axle Counter:- Provision of Axle counter between DSS and STJT has been mentioned in SWR but 
    physically it does not exist.
NAVGACHIA (NNA):
1. SWR:- Securing of vehicle described in para 8.3 is found not modified as C/S no.10 (SR.5.23).
2. Line Block & Clearance Register:- Being maintained in manuscript. Printed register should be 
made available.
3. Safety Gradation Register:- Only 03 staffs graded in the year 2012 and not maintained thereafter.
4. Register for Joint Inspection of Points & Crossings:- Point no.71A- compliance not made against 
item no. 23 for the inspection conducted on 30.12.13 & 28.03.14.

MANSI(MNE):
1. SWR:- Securing of vehicle described in para 8.3 is found not modified as C/S no.10 (SR.5.23).
2. Census of L.C.Gate no. 30/B found done in FEB’2011 and next due in 2014.
3. Safety Gradation Register:- Out of 21 staff, only 06 staffs found graded up to 04.02.14.
4. Block Instrument of Katihar side found without seal and only one lock was provided.
5. PME:- Sri Dinesh Kumar Patel/Gateman found due from 20.05.14

SAMASTIPUR DIVISION
BAPUDHAM MOTIHARI (BMKI) :-
1. Night Inspection :- For more than 04 months, night inspection by SS has not been done. Last 
inspection done on 20.01.2014 at 21.00 hrs.
2. Accident Manual:- Correction slip no. 03,04,05 & 06 not available.
3. Assurance Register:- Sri Santosh Kumar/Pointsman found performing duty without signing in assurance
    Register as he absent from duty on and from 12.04.2014 to 04.06.2014. Similarly SS/BMKI Sri 
NarendraPd was also absent from duty from 01.02.2014 to 28.02.2014 but he did not sign in the 
assurance register.

4. PME of staff:- following staff found due-
1. Sri Sunil Kr. Tiwari/pointsman due from 16.04.2014
2. Sri Ram Bharos Thakur/pointsman due from – 20.04.2014
3. Sri Chandeshwar Pd. /ASM from 01.01.2014

5. Refreshe Course:- Following staff found due – 
1. Sri KhurshidIqbal Khan/ASM due from 20.12.2013
2. Sri Uttfali Rout/pointsman due from 31.05.2014

6. Signal Failure Register:- Entry of signal failure found done on 22.05.14,26.05.14,31.05.14 &
    04.06.2014 respectively but failure memo to S&T staff was not issued.

CHAKIA(CAA):

1. Joit Inspection of Point Crossings:- Last joint inspection was done on 12.03.2014 but compliance 



of Anomalies was not done.
2. Yellow Circle:- Yellow circle was not at all visible.
3. Veeder Counter Number:- The counter number of EUYN was not matching with the record on 
register. It was 003289 on counter but in the register it was 003287. 
4. Yellow Bulletin of dtd. 13.03.14  was available and displayed in the station but no register for   
    Acknowledgement of staff and compliance is being maintained.
5. Sri Binod Ram Safaiwala found working as Gateman in Gate No. 138 A. 

DARBHANGA(DBG):
1. SWR:- The anomalies found as under-

(a) SWRD describes of TPT siding but no description in SWR.
(b) Cross Over Point No. 41A & B is physically existing between line no.01 & 02 but no 

details in SWR.
(c) SWRD shows Trap point for line no.11 but physically no such point exists.
(d) BPAC between DBG – KKHT, DBG- MHP and DBG- LSI have been provided and found 

in function but details in SWR has not been made.

SPECIAL ATTENTION

1. Counsel Loco crew & Guard on the rules for working of trains during storm and strong wind
(SR 2.11)

2. Counsel ASM/SM/Cabin Master for his action if a Patrolman does not turn up within 15 
minutes of his scheduled arrival time as stipulated in SR 15.04(4)(b).

3. Ensure 100% abiding GR & SR 3.38 & 5.19(2)(i) – Setting of a clear line after arrival of a 
train 
4. Ensure exchanging ‘all right’ signal from Yellow Circle.
5. Ensure that PME due staff are not allowed on duty.

DIVISION TO ENSURE THE FOLLOWING

1. Supply of printed assurance Register, Caution Order Register, Signal Failure Memo,Line
    Block & Clearance Register etc.
2.Repainting of Yellow Circle at stations for exchanging’allright’signal.
3. Adequate supply of Train Operating Forms.
4. Maintenance of Safety Gradation Register at all stations for classification of staff as per RB’s
letter no. 2002/Safety-1/18/2 Dt. 16.02.12.
5. Strict observance of JPO issued for opening and closing of Relay Rooms.

                                                                                                                 CTPM/ECR 
                                                                                                                    Hajipur
No.ECR/OPTG.Safety/Yellow Bulletin/51/505     dated.  13.06.14

Distribution :- 

     1     COM,CCM,CSO,PCE,CEE,CSTE,CME
     2     DRM-DHN,DNR,MGS,SEE& SPJ
     3     Sr.DOM -DHN,DNR,MGS,SEE& SPJ
     4     Sr.DSO  -DHN,DNR,MGS,SEE & SPJ

YELLOW BULLETIN FOR OPERATING SAFETY
EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY



( JUNE– AUGUST, 2014 , Issue no. 17 )

Irregularities noticed during inspection of Stations requiring action:

DANAPUR DIVISION

BIHIYAN:

1. Stabled load register was not having columns as per SR 5.23
2. Practice of exchanging allright signal from the earmarked plae i.e. Yellow Circle was 
not found during incognito check.

FATUA(FUT):

1. Accident Manual was not updated with correction slips. Only one C/S found 
available.
2. Date of enforcement of SWR(both versions) was not found.
3. GR & SR book  was having  the only correction slip No. 10. It shows a gross 
negligence on the part of Station Manger as well as TI of  the section.
4. Signal Failure Memo- As many as 16 failure memos found not received by S&T staff.
Station Manager should have taken adequate corrective measure.
5. PME- 04 staffs found due for vision test as under-
(1.i) Sri Ranjit Kumar/Dy.SS due since 07.07.14
(1.ii) ,,  Nandu Pd./Cabin Master ,,   ,,    18.06.14
(1.iii) ,,  Indradeo Pd/Leverman    ,,   ,,    25.01.14
(1.iv) ,,  Ram Ratan Sao/L/Man    ,,   ,,    22.06.14

 BARAHIYA:

1. PME :-  Sri N.K.Thakur/Porter was due on and from 25.06.13. It shows the 
dereliction on 
              the part of supervisors and inspecting officials.
      
2. REF:-    Sri A.K.Pathak/Porter found due since 19.01.14. 

3. Relay Room Key Register:- The purpose of taking key is not being endorsed. The 
work code list was also not provided by S&T as well as the list of authorized staff with the 
specimen signature was not found.
            

MUGHALSARAI DIVISION
SASARAM :

1. Practice of exchanging alright signal from the earmarked place i.e. Yellow Circle was 
not found during incognito check.

R/ ROOM No.17/MGS:

1. Desert cooler of room number 11, 12, 17, 18 & 22 were not working.
2. Wall plaster was found splintered at many places.
3. Plaster of room No. 01 was badly damage.
4. Spots on the ceiling as well as on the walls signifies the heavy leakage of roof during 
rain.
5. Many electrical boards in the rooms of old R/Room found damage.
6. No desert cooler was provided in dining hall.



SONPUR DIVISION
GORAUL: 

1. Points & crossings Register- Deficiency noted against the inspection conducted on 
13.06.14 was not found complied.
2. Line Block & Clear register – One BCN load was found in line no.3 since 22.10 hrs of
23.06.14 but it was not shown in the register till date of inspection i.e on 24.06.14
3. Floor of station building found in wretched condition.
4. Passenger amenities- Condition of waiting hall very poor, out of 02 fans 01 found 
defective. Approach road to station also needs attention. 

BEGUSARAI:

1. Essential equipments list displayed in SM’s office  did not match with that of SWR (Appendix-
E).
2. HQ’s  Safety Circulars- one out of 03 was available without acknowledgement of staff.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO BE PAID

STATION MANAGERS / TIs

1. Ensure that employee deputed/deployed to work as Gateman has under gone proper training     
and holds a valid competency certificate. 

2. Ensure that communication between Gateman and Station Master is in working order and    
exchange of private number being done and recorded as per stipulation made in SWR.

3.  Ensure that as long as the Gate is kept open to road traffic, a red flag by day and red light by   
     Night is displayed towards the approaching trains on either side of level crossings.
4.  Ensure exchanging all right signal from the earmarked place i.e. Yellow Circle.
5.  Ensure issuance of caution order as per rules and proper maintenance of caution order register.

GUARDS:

1  Ensure that GR, Accident Manual, BWM are updated with latest correction slips and requisite
    copies of WTT (Working Time Table) is available.
2  Ensure that Brake Van Safety Equipment is available and the are in good fettle condition.
3  Ensure exchange of All Right signal as per GR&SR 4.42
4  Ensure that the train is stopped clear of the fouling marks (GR&SR 4.56)
5  Ensure that you are conversant with the rules for protection of train stopped between Stations.
    (GR&SR 6.03,6.08 and 9.10)

Compliance of deficiencies may please be sent to the undersigned for onward appraisal of COM.

CTPM/ECR 
   Hajipur

No.ECR/OPTG.Safety/Yellow Bulletin/51/505     dated.  04.09.14

Distribution :- 

     1     COM,CCM,CSO,PCE,CEE,CSTE,CME
     2     DRM-DHN,DNR,MGS,SEE& SPJ
     3     Sr.DOM -DHN,DNR,MGS,SEE& SPJ
     4     Sr.DSO  -DHN,DNR,MGS,SEE & SPJ



                                       YELLOW BULLETIN FOR OPERATING SAFETY
                                           EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY
                                 ( September-November, 2014 , Issue no. 18 )

                   Irregularities noticed during inspection of Stations requiring action:

DANAPUR DIVISION
JAMUI STATION:

1. Emergency panel operation board was not provided in the panel room.
2. Monitor of SSI goes off after every 2-3 hours. This is continuing since long.
3. Shunt Signal No. 205,206,207 & 208 for UP & DN loop was found installed but not operational.
4. Signal Failure Register:- No detention and authority issued to Train no. 03043 on 
07.11.14 found mentioned in the register. In this connection signal failure memo prepared
by SM was not received by S&T staff and no action found taken by SM. 
5. A register for preparing summary of issue of Relay Room Key as advised by 
AOM/DNR is not found being maintained.
6. Relay Room key Register-  List of S&T staff  authorized for taking key (with their
specimen signature) was not available in the register. 

GIDHAUR STATION:

1. Relay Room key Register-  List of S&T staff  authorized for taking key (with their
specimen signature) was not available in the register. 
2. The panel room is very congested with no space left behind the SM’s chair and to 
keep operational records and register in proper manner.
3. As mentioned in SWR, additional ASM/SM are assigned to maintain records and 
registers, but no additional ASM/SM has been posted.
4. SWR: Correction slip issued for change in aspect of L.C.Gate no. 41/C/E & 
47/C/E was not pasted on relevant page of SWR.
5. SI/24-  07 signal failures in the monthof Nov.2014 were found on account of 
digital axle counter commissioned last month.
6. T/1410:- Last entry was found on 28.12.2012 i.e. about two years back. Since 
there is no axle counter provided for UP&DN in Delhi end between GHR-CUX 
7. As per C/Sno. 14 dtd. 27.08.14, Load Stabling Register has not been opened.

L.C.Gate No.28B/2T at Jahanabad Station:

1. Out of 03 Tri colour Torch, 01 was found without battery.
2. Duty Roster- Not available.
3. There was disparity in TVU figure shown in Hindi & English GWR.
4. Emergency Key Register- details was not filled up in proper columns due to English version 

not understood by G/man. It should be bilingual.
5. Competency Certificate of Gatemen posted at this gate were not available.
6. Post lamp provided at East side of the gate was found defective.

7. North side window pan of the gate lodge was broken. 

L.C.Gate No.21 B/3T at Taregna Station:

1. Duty Roster- Not available.
2. Procedure for operation of sliding boom was not in-corporated in SWR & GWR till date of 

inspection (20.11.14)
3. Condition of gate lodge found very bad. A new gate lodge found already constructed hence 

this needs to be shifted.
4. Encroachment by Thelawalas found existing between the Booms.
5. TVU: 39614 of June 2006, Census found due from June’2011



RAJGIR STATION:

1. Refresher of Sri. Sitaram Prasad and Sri Binod Kumar/Porters were overdue since 
30.04.2014

2. Line Block & Clerance Register- No maintainede from last 03 months.
3. Stabled Load Register- Not being maintained for the last three to four months.
4. Safety Gradation Register- Not opened.
5. Caution Order register:- Caution of 75 Kmph at Km 33/3 – 33/2 in between RJD  and BKP 

was found  issued to trains but the caution was not on record in the caution register. Brought 
forwarding of caution on weekly basis was also not up to date..  

NALANDA  STATION:

1. Assurance Register- Correction slip no. 01 & 02 found issued to SWR but assurance of staff 
was not obtained till date of inspection i.e. 29.11.14.

2. Refresher of the following staff found due- Sri Bhagirath Sharma/Leverman since 
11.07.2014, Sri Karu Shao/Leverman since 03.10.2014, Sri Rustam/Porter since 17.05.2013

3. SWR(Hindi) - Date of issue 23.09.2013 but date of enforcement was not mentioned.

DHANBAD DIVISION

LATEHAR STATION

1. Safety Gradation Register-Found maintained last on 16.04.2014 and before that 
gradation of staff found done on16.10.2013.Found due in the month of Oct’14 and 
countersignature of Divisional officer also due.
2. SWR’s Appendix’A’-Total no. of essential items for Traffic Gate no.13/B/T found 
shown as 24. Not corrected vide correction slip no.14 wherein 07 items are dispensed with 
from Traffic LC Gate.

TETULMARI STATION:

1. General cleanliness was not up to mark.
2. Line block and clearance register was not being maintained.
3. Safety Gradation Register was not maintained at the interval of 06 months.

LC GATE NO.40/C/T at Patratu Station:         

1. Stop Board of Gate Boom was not available.
2. Rumble strip at both side was not found.
3. Speed breaker at both side was not found.
4. Road surface found in poor condition.
5. Light around the gate was not sufficient.
6. Railway Act Board was not found.
7. Gate Hooter was not available.
8. TVU census found due since 2011.
9. List of  items of the gate not found corrected in GWR vide correction slip no. 14.

LC GATE NO.17 /C/T at Barwadih Station:   

1. Wall clock found defective.
2. Out of 03 Tricolour Torch, 02 were found  defective.
3. Railway Act Board- Not found.
4. Winch Machine found without shed.
5. Hand pump was defective.
6. Hooter – defective.
7. Light around the gate was not sufficient.



8. Speed breaker at both side- Not available.      

MUGHALSARAI  DIVISION

GANJ KHWAJA STATION:

1.
As per C/Sno. 14 dtd. 27.08.14, columns in Load Stabling Register was found not maintained.

2. SI-24- Analysis of failures was not found.
3. Safety Gradation Register of Staff- Not available.
4. Safety and Yellow Bulletin- Not available.
5. Most of the lights at platform were found defective.
6. Annexure issued to Accident Manual in the year 2010 regarding dealing with the accident 

declared as Disaster- Not available.

CHANDAULI MAJHWAR  STATION:

1. Refresher of Sri G.K. Pathak /SM  was found due since 17.11.2014
2. SWR- Emergency Gate Key has been shifted from station to L.C.Gate no. 76/A/T but SWR 

has not been corrected accordingly. 
3. Joint Inspection of Point & Crossings –Inspection found due in the month of 

September,’2014.
4. Board for Essentials Equipment List- Not available.

LC GATE NO.36 /C/T ( PHE-KWD Section):
1. Road  surface of UP & DN line was found broken.
2. Check rail of Reversible line was found high.
3. Bell/Buzzer was not provided.
4. ‘STOP’ board of South side was found in hanging position. Red aspect of the gate 
signal was found glowing very dim.
5. TVU- Latest TVU i.e. 75174 of Sept.2013 has not been endorsed in GWR.

LC GATE NO.67 /C/E ( DCX-KMS Section):

1. North side ‘STOP’ board requires repainting.
2. South Side speed breaker was found damage.
3. Provision for locking of both side boom was found improper.
4. Bell/Buzzer was not provided.
5. No lighting arrangement was found at gate.

SONPUR  DIVISION

SITALPUR STATION:
1. Line Block & Clearance Register- last entry for blocking line no. 04 was 
mentioned on 05.11.14 at 23.28 hrs. but column of clearance side were not found 
maintained.
2. SI-24- Summary of signal failures for the month of Sept. and Oct. 2014 was not 
available.
3. Vacancy- Station Master -01, Gateman - 01  .

DIGHWARA  STATION:

1. PME- Sri Amodh Kumar/Gateman was found over due since 07.10.14
2. Safety Gradation Register found available but it was not countersigned by any divisional officer.

SAMASTIPUR  DIVISION

JUBBASHAHNI (JUBS)  STATION:



1. As per C/Sno. 15 dtd. 27.08.14, Load Stabling Register had not been opened as 
yet.

2. Detonator Register- Part-II, III & IV of the register was not maintained.
3. First Aid Box- Found unsealed and without medicine.

4. GR&SR Book(Hindi and Eng. Version)- No correction slip was found available.
5. Officer’s Inspection Register- No inspection was  done by officer since the commissioning of

station  on 24.03.13
6. TI Inspection-  Inspection ‘Note’ of 10.09.14 found concluded in three lines only.

BHAGWANPUR DESUA  STATION:

1. PME found due of Sri Vidyakant Chaudhary/SM from 06.11.2014
2. Safety Gradation Register of Staff:- Not available.

ANGARGHAT  STATION:
1.  Safety Gradation Register of Staff:- Not available.
2. Fire Extinguisher- 03 available. 02 were found due for refilling on 22.10.2013

RUNNISAIDPUR  STATION:
1. Load Stabled Register- Available but not maintained for so many months.
2. SWR- Date of enforcement was 12.04.2011 but the date of issue showing as 12.08.2011.

It needs to be corrected. 
3. Fog Signal Register- Assurance of staff for the year  2014-15 was not obtained.
4. Safety Gradation Register of Staff:- Register opened but details found not available.
5. Signal Failure Memo- serving of failure memo to S&T staff is not in practice. All the failures

are attended on verbal information. Immediate implementation must be ensured.
6. VHF set found out of order since one month.
7. Hindi version GR book was not available and English GR book – correction slip no. 09-15 

was not available. 

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO BE PAID

ENSURE FOLLOWING for FOGGY WEATHER :

(i)     Adequate supply of detonators to be ensured.
(ii)    Lime marking across the track at the Sighting Board (or at Distant signal in case of Double Distant 
         signals) must be done.
(iii)  All signal Sighting Boards, Whistle Boards, W/L Boards, Fog Signal Posts and busy vulnerable level 
         crossing gates which are accident prone should either be painted or provided with yellow/black 
         luminous strips.
(iv)   Lifting barriers at busy level crossings, where necessary, to be provided with yellow/black 
         luminous indication strips.
(v)   PME/Refresher Training and other Safety/Promotional Courses of these Loco Pilots/Assistant Loco 

Pilots and Guards in ZRTI/STCs etc.  which are falling due between 15th. December and 31stJanuary, 
should be completed by 15th December.

(vi)  Station Master will arrange to take assurance of fog signalman, at least of four. The number may 
        increase as per the requirement of the station.
(vii)  Ensure to obtain assurance of fog signalman in the ‘Fog Signal Register’ after proper counseling.
(viii) Ensure adequate supply of Tri Colour Torch/battery/K.oil.

Compliance of deficiencies may please be sent to the undersigned for onward appraisal of COM.
CTPM/ECR 
   Hajipur

No.ECR/OPTG.Safety/Yellow Bulletin/51/505     dated.  05.12.14

Distribution :- 



     1     COM,CCM,CSO,PCE,CEE,CSTE,CME
     2     DRM-DHN,DNR,MGS,SEE& SPJ
     3     Sr.DOM -DHN,DNR,MGS,SEE& SPJ
     4     Sr.DSO  -DHN,DNR,MGS,SEE & SPJ

                                         YELLOW BULLETIN FOR OPERATING SAFETY
                                               EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY
                                          ( April- June, 2015 , Issue no. 19 )

Irregularities/deficiencies noticed during inspection conducted by HQs officials & requires action.
 

1.iv.A.A. Foot Plate Inspections (From 25.05.15 to 15.07.15)

1. It was noticed in common that  ‘AlRight Signal’ was not being exchanged by stations staff 
standing within the earmarked ‘Yellow Circle’. It violates SR 5.01(3) (i).
2. During inspection it was found that none of the Loco Pilots has been issued correction slips to 
GR&SR.

3. Most of the walkie- talkies available with LP & Guard were either found disturbing or non 
functional. They were frequently using CUG phone for communication with Guard/control.

4. In DNR & MGS divisions “taking ‘Off” starter signal was invariably delayed causing to 
detention of trains.

5. Most of the speed indicator boards & T/P & T/G boards on PNBE – MGS section were found 
non reflective type as well as non standard.

6. Dn Distant Signal at BXR was found obstructed by mast.
7. On PNBE-MGS section- so many W/L or lh@Qk boards were found mostly non reflective as 
well as non standard.

1.iv.A.B. Station Inspection:

DANAPUR DIVISION

BIHARSHARIF (BEHS):- 
 L.C.Gate No. 34/A

1. Sliding boom was not available.
2. Gate lamp was not available.
3. GWR (Hindi version) was not available.

 Station:

1. List of equipment displayed in Panel room was not matching with Appendix’E’ of SWR.
2. Pay & use toilet of platform no.1 was found locked reportedly due to tender problem.
3. Cemented water tank situated behind the Panel room was found in damaged condition.

BUXAR (BXR):
1. Correction slip No. 14,15&16 to GR&SR was not found.
2. At many places of Signal Failure Register (SI 24)- failure rectified time was found not 
mentioned.
3. Vacancy Position- SM-04, Shuntman-03 and Porter- 03

PHULWARI SHARIF (PSBE)
1. Vacancy Position- SM-03 and Porter- 01
2. PME/Refresher  record of Sri Jitendra Kumar & Sri R N P Sinha both Dy.SS were not found.
3. CSL of Dn loop line as per SWR is 789 mts however it is 784 mts  shown on panel.



RAJENDRA NAGAR (RJPB)
1. Refresher course-Sri Virendra Prasad & Sri Amar nath both CYMs were found due.

SONPUR DIVISION

RAMDAYALU NAGAR (RD):

 L.C.Gate No. 07/Spl.

1. Working of sliding boom was not incorporated in SWR.
2. Hand pump installed near the gate was defective.
3. Movement of West side sliding boom was found very hard at the time of handling it.

CHAKSIKNDAR (CSR):
1. Inspected on 08.04.15 - Station Manager failed to organize Safety meeting and Night Inspection
after 15.02.2015 

2. Vacancy Position: SM-02, Pointsman-01, Gateman-01

HAJIPUR (HJP):
1. Vacancy Position: SM-01, Pointsman-01, TNC-02.
2. GWR( Hindi version) was not available at L C Gate No.55/A/T.

TURKY (TUR)
1. Load stable register found not properly maintained.

DHOLI ( DOL)
1. Refresher course-Sri Shyam lal Patel and  Sri I C Shrivastava,  both Points men found due.
2. Safety meeting -06 staff attended the meeting but signature of only 02 was marked in the register
 in the register.

MUZAFFARPUR (MFP)
1. Both the versions of GR&SR books were not updated with latest correction slip no 16.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO BE PAID

1. Counseling of Crew & Guard on the rules for working of trains during storm and strong wind       

(SR 2.11)

2. Counseling of ASM/SM/Cabin Master for his action if a Patrolman does not turn up within 15 
minutes of his scheduled arrival time as stipulated in SR 15.04(4)(b).

3. Ensure 100% abiding GR & SR 3.38 & 5.19(2)(i) – Setting of a clear line after arrival of a train. 

4. Ensure exchanging ‘Alright Signal’ from Yellow Circle.

5. Ensure that PME due staff are not allowed for duty.

Compliance of the above irregularities/anomalies/deficiencies may please be sent to 
the undersigned for further appraisal of COM.

CTPM/ECR 
   Hajipur

No.ECR/OPTG.Safety/Yellow Bulletin/51/505     dated.  30.07.15

Distribution :- 
     1     COM,CCM,CSO,PCE,CEE,CSTE,CME
     2     DRM-DHN,DNR,MGS,SEE& SPJ
     3     Sr.DOM -DHN,DNR,MGS,SEE& SPJ



     4     Sr.DSO  -DHN,DNR,MGS,SEE & SPJ

                                          YELLOW BULLETIN FOR OPERATING SAFETY
                                               EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY
                                          ( July- Sept, 2015 , Issue no. 20 )

Contains Irregularities/Deficiencies noticed during inspection conducted by HQs officials & requires action.
 

DANAPUR DIVISION
BIHAR SHARIF STATION:
 

1. Hindi version SWR was not available.
2. Equipment in panel room was not matching with that of  SWR’s safety equipment list.
3. L.C.Gate No. 34 A:- (a) Hindi version was not available. 

  (b) Gate lamp was not available.
  (c )Sliding boom was not provided.
  (d) TVU: As per SWR & GWR, TVU was 41216 of Feb.’2012. next due in 
       Feb.’2015.But on the gate lodge TVU was written as 102969 of Feb.’2015

 ARA STATION:

1. Shri Uma Shankar/Shuntman should be sent for PME at the earliest.
2. On 31.07.15, it was found that entries of timing in T/369(3b) on foil no. 781075, 781076 & 
781077 was not mentioned. 

 FATUHA STATION ( Night inspection) :

1. No all right signal was being exchanged with the Guard & Loco pilot of through passing trains.
2. EC/JAJ with 42 BCN/E found stabled on line no. 05 but it was not secured.
3. Line Block & Clearance Register was not available.
4. Register  for testing emergency X-over was available but no entry of testing found recorded in the
register.
5. Sliding boom physically found installed but working procedure was not incorporated in SWR.
6. L.C.Gate no.70/A has been closed as per SWR but it was found in unsafe condition. There was a huge
gap through which even bikers and tresspassers might easily pass and cross the track.

  RAJENDRA NAGAR YARD:

1. Platform No. 01 was already occupied by the rake of Train No. 18624/18683 at from 17.15 hrs to 18.05 hrs.
whereas the electronic coach display board was displaying the coach position for arrival of Train No. 12309
(Rajdhani Exp.).

2. No drainage facility found available in between line no. 2&3 and 4&5.
3. The Tower light provided at HWH end of RNCC is reported to be out of order since one month.
4. At HWH end of RNCC, 02 unauthorized crossing found existing across the shunting neck.
5. While performing shunting towards shunting neck located at  HWH end,  walkie talkie is  used for  shunting

instructions in place of showing hand signal because there are buildings close to the track and no space is left for
the shunt man to stand for showing hand signal.

6. Engine No. 16458 R/WDM4/MGS found conducting shunting of 01 AC 2 Tier coach no. EC 04059  which was
attached to the rake of Train 18623/24 and full rake was shunted to pit line no. 04 without pressure.

7. Near point No. 70 and 75, sleeper found subsiding due to pulpy earth condition caused by leakage in water
supply pipe resulted into water logging.     

 BUXAR STATION:

1. Assurance Register of group’C’ staff found with anomaly as under- in 4 cases the dated of issue of
SWR found as 02.02.2015, 03.06.2015, 10.06.2015 and 27.06.2015. Counter sign of the station manager too was
found on the foil. Sectional TI also failed to notice this and no remarks was available in this regard neither on the
foil nor in his inspection note.
2. No surprise, casual and night inspection found of sectional TI/BUXR except quarterly inspection. 
3. L.C.Gate No. 72/B/T: (a) Road surface between booms was uneven and rough. It requires immediate
repair. 



                          (b) Stop board on both side of booms was not fitted.
                            (c) List of essential equipments as shown in GWR was not amended as per C/S No. 14

                                (d) Census found due since April’2015. TVU was not found on the Gate Lodge.
                                (e) Safety Posters not found, it should be provided in the Gate Lodge.

SAMASTIPUR DIVISION
 CHAKIA STATION YARD:

1. Drainage system and lighting arrangement have not been provided.
2. Condition of line no. 4 ,used as unloading line, was not good. It requires maintenance on priority.
3. Connectivity to line no.04 for placement of rake from Pipra end has been given but the said line is not 
given fitness by PWI. This Line need to be made fit so that shunting would become more easier from Pipra end 
and placement could be made possible in lesser time.

4. SWR’s condition was worst. Even SWRD was not available though date of issue was shown as 
31.12.2013 but  enforcement date was not mentioned.

 KANTI  STATION YARD:

1. No drainage system was available along with the three lines.
2. Lighting arrangement has not been done at Kanti.
3. Line  no.03  meant  for  unloading  of  rakes  was  found  not  properly maintained.  It  needs  immediate
attention for safe placement/withdrawal of rakes.
4. Roof of Station Master’s office was found badly leaking. Rain water was seen dropping on SM’s table.
5. Officer’s & TI’s Inspection Register- indexing, paging and compliance of this register were found not
properly maintained.
6. No SWRD was available with the SWR.
7. Rest room and Toilet are required for SM.

MUGHALSARAI  DIVISION

  RUNNING ROOM/GAYA:

1. Out of two water cooler, one found defective. Exhaust fan of toilet also found out of order.
2. Out of 08 desert coolers, 02 found defective.
3. Electronic chimney in NonVeg. kitchen found defective.
4. Insect killer , Basin tap found defective.
5. Approach road to running room needs immediate reparing.

 RUNNING ROOM NO.17/MGS:
1. Out of 02 acquaguard, 01 found defective.
2. Exhaust fan of one toilet room found defective.
3. Out of 02 shoeshine machines, 01 was defective.
4. 25 desert coolers  were available but all were not working properly.
5. Electric wirings needs immediate attention.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO BE PAID

1. Adequate availability of Fog Signals/Detonators at stations.
2. Train passing staffs are counsel on the rules to be observed for train operation during 
foggy weather. 
3. Assurance is obtained from the staff who shall be deployed to work as fog signal man.
4. Ensure adequate supply of Tri Colour Torch/battery/K.oil.
5. Sectional TIs/Station Manager should hold Safety Meeting specially to discuss various 
safety aspects to be observed during foggy weather.



6. Ensure that Classification of operating staffs into ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ & ‘D’ categories are being 
done as per Rly. Bd’s instructions dated : 16.02.2012 

Compliance of the above irregularities/anomalies/Special Attention may be sent to this office for onward 
appraisal of COM.

CFTM/ECR 
   Hajipur

No.ECR/OPTG.Safety/Yellow Bulletin/51/505     dated.  07.10.15

Distribution :- 
     1     COM,CCM,CSO,PCE,CEE,CSTE,CME
     2     DRM-DHN,DNR,MGS,SEE& SPJ
     3     Sr.DOM -DHN,DNR,MGS,SEE& SPJ
     4     Sr.DSO  -DHN,DNR,MGS,SEE & SPJ

YELLOW BULLETIN FOR OPERATING SAFETY
                                               EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY

                             ( Oct.- Dec., 2015 , Issue no. 20 )

Contains  Irregularities/Deficiencies  noticed  during  inspection  conducted  by  HQs
officers/officials & requires action.
 

DANAPUR DIVISION

Brake-van inspection of 13237 on 24.10.15:

1. GR & SR book was not uptodate. C/S No. 17&18 was not available.
2. Wooden wedges were not available.
3. Condition of B/Van was not satisfactory and the other side seat was found damaged.

SAMASTIPUR DIVISION

Raxaul Jn:

1. TI’s  surprise inspection, casual or night inspections were not done.
2. PME of Shri K.D.Mondal & Shri Kusheswar Paswan/Shuntman found over due since 
24.09.15 and 12.03.15 respectively.
3. Refresher course of 02 gatemen, 04 Porters, 02 Shuntman & 01 SM were found 
overdue.
4. No safety poster was available in SM’s Panel Room.
5. During Yard/Good shed inspection, the following wagons were either sick or 
unconnected:  (a) SWR BOXNE 121504/14743 was lying sick from 07.10.15
                        (b) SWR BCNL 31150/18490 was lying unconnected from 28.03.15

                                     (c)  SEC BOXNHL 22141/293431 was lying unconnected from 31.03.15
     

 Huge water accumulation was noticed on both side of Line no.8 & lines of unloading 
point(wharf).
 Less ballast was found in Goods line no. 09 and the line was looking almost hanging 
along with the ground surface.
 Goods Shed’s asbestos cover was found almost completely damaged.

6. LC Gate No. 34/T Spl.:

 Speed breaker was available without rumble strips on both side.



 TVU in SWR was 144816 of 05/2014 but at Gate lodge TVU was shown as 198886 of 
30.06.15.
 Sliding Booms was not available.
 Gate chain was found of very small size.

KANTI (KTI):

1. Hindi version GR&SR-Not updated. Correction slip No. 17, 18 & 19 in was not available.
2. Accident Manual – Not updated. Correction slip No. 03,04, 05 & 06 was not available.
3. Stabling Register- Not available.
4. Veeder counter- variation noticed as under:

Present Reading Maintained in Register
EGGN 010395 010387
EUYN 001797 001777
TLBI(KVC) 000321 000318

5.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO BE PAID

1.a.1  Adequate availability of Fog Signals/Detonators at stations.
2.  Train passing staffs are counsel on the rules to be observed for train operation during  
      foggy weather. 
3.  Assurance is obtained from the staff who shall be deployed to work as fog signal man.
4.  Ensure adequate supply of Tri Colour Torch/battery/K.oil.
5.  Sectional TIs/Station Manager should hold Safety Meeting specially to discuss 
     various  safety aspects to be observed during foggy weather.
6. Ensure that Classification of operating staffs into ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ & ‘D’ categories are being done as 

per Rly. Bd’s instructions dated : 16.02.2012 



                                           
YELLOW BULLETIN FOR OPERATING SAFETY

                                           EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY
                                                     ( COMPENDIUM - ISSUE NO. 21 )

Year ending’ 2015 publication of the ‘Yellow Bulletin’ is a compendium of the irregularities/deficiencies
detected in general  during inspections conducted by officers & officials of Hqs.  in 2015 over ECR.
Though these have already been reflected in the previous Yellow Bulletins circulated to all concerned
but  they  are  found still  existing.  To  eliminate  these irregularities/deficiencies,  an effective  system
needs to be evolved in order to avoid repetition and to strengthen the system to the level for achieving
safety in train operation.

S.N ANOMALIES/ IRREGULARITIES/ DEFICIENCIES ( A I D )
1. JPO for Opening Relay Room circulated vide this office letter no. ECR/Optg. Safety/JPO/505

dated 12.03.15 found not being followed, even staff were not aware of this, specially Item No.
5.8 which reads as under-

    “ When the key of Relay Room/Relay Hut/Cabin Basement is handed over to S&T at the
time of any failure of signal/S&T gears, ASM/SM/Dy.SS concerned should remain
extra  vigilant  and  the  first  train  should  invariably  be  dispatched/received  on  T-
369(3b) and rules prescribed for reception/dispatch of trains at the time of failure of
signal/points”.

Circulation  of  this  JPO should  be  examined  and  above  Para  of  JPO should  be  strictly
enforced and ensured.

2. JPO (Dtd. 15.01.14) for Opening and Maintenance of Sliding Boom at LC Gates – 
     

 Incorporation of working procedure in GWR/SWR of the concerned station
not found. 
 As per Para 2 , operation of sliding boom once in a week i.e. on every
Monday and recording the same in station diary in red ink not being done.
 As  per  Para  4,  ensuring  of  proper  working  by  SI-  once  in  a  month,
ESM/MSM- once in 15 days and recording the same in the register at gate lodge
were not found.

3. Maintenance of Gradation Register of safety category staff as per directives of Railway 
Bd’s. Letter No. 2002/safety- I/18/2, dated-16.02.2012 are not being followed.

4. PME due staff are found working. They must not be utilized for duty.



5. Anomalies detected during Joint inspection of Points & Crossings by SI & PWI are not 
being complied.

6.  
SWRs are not up dated  after change in aspect of  L.C.Gates, incorporation  of working 
procedure of sliding booms installed,  change of rules after change in GR&SR etc.

7. Proper recording, pasting and obtaining acknowledgement of staff  for the  correction slips 
issued to G&SR, Accident manual, BWM, Safety Bulletin and Safety circulars, Safety Alert 
etc. are not being done. Distribution of  C/Slips are also not made in time. 
 

8. Observance of G&SR 5.23(Stabling of load & securing of vehicle.) not being done strictly.

9. Refresher course clearance of due staff is not being done in planned way.

10. Ensure 100% observance of  GR & SR 3.38 & 5.19(2)(i) i.e. Setting of a clear line after
arrival of a train or against blocked line.



11. Compliance of SR. 5.01(3) is not up to the mark. Bright Yellow Circle”, for exchanging
‘Alright  Signl’ is  either  found  missing  or  with  faded  painting.  SMs/ASMs  are  noticed
exchanging alright signal other than the earmarked place i.e. “Bright Yellow Circle”. 

12. No employee should be deputed /deployed to work as Gateman unless he has under gone
proper training and holds a valid competency certificate as well as he has signed the assurance
register.

13. Caution Order Registers are being maintained in a very casual manner in a locally opened
register. Proper Caution Order Register i.e. OP/T- 91 should be indented/procured.

14. At many station, it is noticed that ‘Line Block & Clear Registers’ are not being maintained.

15. Bilingual SWRs are still not available at all stations and the existing SWRs are also not  up
dated against amendment made in GR & SR. A complete review is required to be done to
eliminate these shortcomings.

16. Availability of essential equipment as per Appendix ‘E’of SWR in serviceable condition are 
not found at many stations.

17. Entries of signal failures in Signal Failure Register (SI-24) and serving memo to S&T staff against
each failure as well as entries of affected trains with detention particulars are not     being  done. 
Analysis of signal failures at the end of the month are also not sincerely done.

18. Emergency route cancellation buttons are not being used judiciously.

19.  
Deficiencies observed that requires Special attention at L.C.Gates:-

 Boom locking system is either defective or not existing.
 No Shed over ‘winch machine’ causing inconvenience when it is raining.
 No rumble strip, Luminous Stop Board.
 Defective gate bell/hooter.
 Defective solar light, improper lighting arrangement or no light available.
 Dilapidated condition of gate lodge – leaking roof, broken door, improper
fencing or no fencing & railing, broken window pan/flap etc.
 Bad condition of road surface
 Visibility obstructed by tree branches both for road users & train crew.

A  regular  drive  is  required  to  review  the  shortcomings  and  steps  to  be  taken  for
improving the condition.

20.
E

Supply of badge and uniform to staff concerned needs to be ensured to comply with the
provision in GR 2.10 (a) as mentioned below- 

(a) A railway servant shall wear the badge and uniform, if prescribed, and be
neat and tidy in his appearance while on duty.

          
An action/initiative  taken report  may please be sent,  before  the first  issue of  the current  year is
published in April’2016, to the undersigned for further appraisal of COM.
                                                                                                                                                               Sd/-

(NeerajAmbastha)
  CFTM/ECR/HJP

No.ECR/OPTG.Safety/Yellow Bulletin/51/505     dated.  07.10.15
Distribution :- 
     1     COM,CCM,CSO,PCE,CEE,CSTE,CME
     2     DRM-DHN,DNR,MGS,SEE& SPJ
     3     Sr.DOM -DHN,DNR,MGS,SEE& SPJ
     4     Sr.DSO  -DHN,DNR,MGS,SEE & SPJ
     5     Principal ZRTI/MFP & Bhuli (Dhanbad) – For discussion in class.


